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Abstract
A core subfield of knowledge management (KM) and data mining (DM) constitutes an integral part of the knowledge
discovery in database process. With the explosion of information in the new digital age, research studies in the DM and
KM continue to heighten up in the business organisations, especially so, for the small and medium enterprises (SMEs). DM
is crucial in supporting the KM application as it processes the data to useful knowledge and KM role next, is to manage
these knowledge assets within the organisation systematically. At the comprehensive appraisal of the large enterprise
in the transportation sector and the SMEs across various industries—it was gathered that there is limited research case
study conducted on the application of DM–KM on the transportation SMEs in specific. From the extensive review of the
case studies, it was uncovered that majority of the organisations are not leveraging on the use of tacit knowledge and
that the SMEs are adopting a more traditional use of ICTs to its KM approach. In addition, despite DM–KM is being widely
implemented—the case studies analysis reveals that there is a limitation in the presence of an integrated DM–KM assessment to evaluate the outcome of the DM–KM application. This paper concludes that there is a critical need for a novel
DM–KM assessment plan template to evaluate and ensure that the knowledge created and implemented are usable and
relevant, specifically for the SMEs in the transportation sector. Therefore, this research paper aims to carry out an in-depth
review of data mining in knowledge management for SMEs in the transportation industry.
Keywords Knowledge management · Data mining · SMEs · Transportation · Data mining models · Knowledge

1 Introduction
In an information era, knowledge is deemed as the lifeblood of an organisation and that its survival is relatively
dependent on it. Arising as a crucial business element,
the utilisation of knowledge aids organisation to remain
competitive in today’s volatile business environment—
notably in the services industries [4]. The differentiating
competitive factors of an organisation are in its intangible
data assets. Therefore, managing knowledge is as critical in
contrast to administering any other assets of the organisation. Knowledge management (KM) implementation creates effective and efficient pathways for organisation to

employ its intellectual assets [2]. Several KM approaches
have been advocated in depositing information at work for
organisations [27]. These approaches include instruments
and methods that require an eminent level of resources
in order to deliver the KM goals. The vast amount of data
have been collected by many organisations. The organisational challenge is discovering valuable information in
the large pool of data collected and translating these data
into useful and actionable insights [44]. To facilitate the
creation, sharing, integration and distribution of knowledge, these organisations are employing the use of information technology in its KM initiatives [44]. The created
knowledge that is not shared, integrated and distributed
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precisely will erode easily causing wastage of organisational resources and time.
The complexity and ambiguity of the business environment are presenting the small and medium enterprises
(SMEs) with an unparalleled set of challenges brought
upon the knowledge economy. In consequence, it is,
therefore, vital that SMEs remain flexible and continue to
innovate momentously. The competitive dilemmas faced
by the SMEs can be curbed with the implementation of
KM by elevating the organisation’s innovation ability in
leading a sustainable performance. According to Wang
and Yang [49], the deployment of KM can elevate the
SMEs organisational performance [49]. Evangelista et al.
[19] concurred that the application of KM in an organisation (regardless of its geographical locations and size)
has indeed become the key source for organisational success [19]. SMEs, in turn, need to riposte to the emerging
business changes to keep abreast with the ever-changing
customer demands. KM is no longer a primary concern just
for the large enterprises; it has become a key agenda for
the SMEs in its business strategies too [49]. Nevertheless,
the studies on KM implementation have mainly been concentrated on for the large enterprises. In resultant, the current research findings relate more to the large enterprises
setting in comparison with the SMEs [44]. The challenges
posed by the SMEs are distinctively different from the
larger companies. SMEs, for example, have limited financial
and human resources to work within the first instance [49].
Therefore, the research studies and result findings derived
from the large enterprise case studies may not be suitable
and applicable to the SMEs context [16]. A study on SMEs
KM efforts is a key to identify the implementation pitfalls
and successes—charting a point of reference for other
SMEs alike to refer and emulate. The insurgency need for
KM research on SMEs has seen a rise of development studies in recent years [28, 48].
In an in-depth report shared by Eurostat, the transportation and storage comprise 5% of the 22.3 million nonfinancial business economies in 2014 [18]. Further to this,
in comparison with the large enterprises, it was recorded
that the SMEs contributed a sum of 390 billion euros to
the economy in 2015 [11]. A concise report by IDC further
reveals that a total number of 48,500 SMEs have yet to
implement any data analytic capabilities in its businesses
[10]. The European Commission has established that large
enterprises were able to escalate its business productivity
by up to 10% with the implementation of data analytic
[10]. Even with the substantial data on the positive implementation outcome of data analytics for a business—the
transport and storage SMEs are not cordially embracing
vigorously. Within the United Kingdom business sphere
alone, the large enterprises have recorded a zealous adoption rate of 98.8% in comparison with the SMEs in 2012 [9].
Vol:.(1234567890)

Data analytics is essential because for new knowledge to
be extracted, SMEs need to data mine its data asset using
a data mining process model [33]. Therefore, within the
knowledge management tools—data mining is an essential component of it.
In summation, there is an insurgent requisite for SMEs
to delve into the application of both DM and KM in order
to optimise these advanced technology benefits. It is further crucial for SMEs in the transportation sector to code
attentive to this in order to remain competitive and relevant in the industry.
With the identification of the key research gap, this
paper aims to carry out an in-depth review of data mining
in knowledge management for SMEs in the transportation industry. Several research questions are established to
unravel the research aim and these includes—(1) Reviewing the existing literature on DM and KM (2) Examining
DM–KM case studies in the transportation sector and SMEs
context and last but not least, (3) Analysing the DM–KM
case studies results. The novelty of this research paper
would create a substantial contribution to knowledge in
the field of transportation and SME studies.
To establish the relevancy of this research, the articles
used are kept within the timeframe of the last 10 years
only. The literature collection is divided into four parts.
The first and second part contain literature articles on KM
and DM in transportation SMEs. The third and fourth part
compose of literature papers on the DM–KM application
in the transportation sector from the large organisation
and SMEs, respectively. In order to authenticate the suitability and relevance of these articles, each full-text article
is screened individually. Only relevant articles in relation
to the key topic of DM–KM in the transportation and SME
literature will be included for this research upon screening.
As a whole, this paper presents a critical study of
DM–KM in the area of transportation sector with emphasise on the SMEs in particular. The literature collection was
obtained from various online databases like Science Direct,
EBSCOhost, ACM Digital Library, Springer, Google Scholar,
IGI Global and Semantic Scholar. The research is targeted
to provide fellow researchers, policymakers’ and industrial
business leaders with prominent research discovery in the
study of DM–KM. In addition, this paper envisages to raise
the understanding of DM and KM for SME’s capitalisation
to reap business advancement. In Sect. 2, the paper presents information on DM in transportation SMEs to provide
the reader the characteristic of DM in the transportation
of the transportation industry and why DM is crucial for
the SMEs with the transportation sector. Section 3 covers the topic of KM, the various knowledge types and KM
method available and KM application barriers. Section 4
covers the different types of DM models for the readers’
comprehension before delving into the case studies of the
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paper. Sections 5 and 6 present the DM–KM application
case studies findings for the transportation sectors, followed by findings in the SMEs’ context. Section 7 provides
a comprehensive analysis based on the case study findings
and results of DM–KM application from both the transportation sector and SMEs’ context. Lastly, in Sect. 8, the paper
concludes with a summation of the research key findings
and discussion of future research work to embark on.

are possessed by an individual or a group of communities)
[48]. A further definition comparison between knowledge
and KM are as per outlined below:
Knowledge

2 Background: data mining
in transportation SMEs
DM is the art of science in analysing and examining valuable information from a large pool of datasets or database
to bring about unique knowledge [53]. The mining process
involves deep computing of data analysis from a broad
range of computational approaches such as decision trees,
statistical analysis, rule induction and refinement, neural
networks and graphics visualisation [45]. There are two primary goals in carrying out DM—(1) to spawn predictions
and (2) to unearth new and distinct insights [20]. As the
global data volume is predicted to scale up to 50 billion
terabytes by 2020 [55], the significance of DM to the transportation SMEs expects to have an affluent impact to the
sector. The growth in data collection by the transportation
SMEs is critical during the DM course of actions as it creates and translates data into knowledge for business applications [35]. The implementation of DM can revolutionise
a conventional transportation SME into an organisation
with a competitive edge. In the mining of customer data
for an example, the transportation SMEs would be able to
understand its customers’ behavioural habits, patterns or
extract any other unique insights. This set of new information would be very useful to the sales and marketing
division to devise new cross-selling opportunities, new
product development initiatives and customers’ retention strategies [53]. The mining of operational data, on
the other hand, would facilitate transportation SMEs (in
the private hiring industry) in overseeing its daily operational activities effectively and efficiently. For an instance,
the operations division would be able to identify an effective and low-cost transport vehicle deployment for group
pick-ups and drops off [26]. From the above examples, it
is evident that DM can bring significant improvement to
the SMEs business performance.

3 Knowledge management
KM can be described as the governance and optimisation
of intellectual assets of both or either, the explicit knowledge (that are found in objects) or tacit knowledge (which
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Knowledge can be defined as a
mix of contextual information,
expert insight embodying personal experiences and values
to evaluate or incorporate new
information or experiences [28].
For instance, in an organisation,
these set of knowledge are
not only set the organisation’s
repositories or documents—
but also in its work routines,
processes and practices
KM, on the other hand, refers to
the systematic management
of knowledge asset, which
involves the process of creation,
sharing and application—to
achieve business objectives [28]

Several pieces of research addressed that the majority
applied KM projects involve one of the listed three aims
below [6, 17]:
1. To create visibility in the usage of knowledge within
the organisation; using visualisation platforms such as
maps, hypertext tools and yellow pages.
2. To institute a pro-knowledge culture by spurring
knowledge sharing initiatives throughout the various
divisions in the organisation.
3. To build a knowledge-based infrastructure to stimulate
knowledge interaction and collaboration.

3.1 Knowledge types
There are two types of knowledge within the bounds of
KM and business, which is explicit and tacit knowledge.
Explicit knowledge refers to a codified and formalised
type of knowledge [15]. Unlike tacit knowledge, explicit
knowledge is not difficult to discern, store and reclaim.
An explicit knowledge in a business can be found namely
in databases, documents, notes, memos, etc. On the other
hand, tacit knowledge refers to a type of knowledge that
is mainly intuition or experienced base—which is a difficult knowledge to define [15]. Because tacit knowledge is
majorly personal in nature, it is tough to give an interpretation of. Nonetheless, amongst the two type of knowledge,
the value of tacit knowledge outweighs that of explicit
knowledge as it can aid organisation with breakthrough
discovery [51]. According to Gamble and Blackwell [23],
the lack of emphasis on tacit knowledge can nibble an
organisation’s innovation capabilities [23].
Vol.:(0123456789)
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3.2 Knowledge management method
KM implementations are driven by the use of information
and communication technologies (ICT) that assist with
knowledge acquisition/creation, dissemination, conversion and utilisation [46]. The KM method can be classified
into two method—(1) Traditional and (2) Advanced. Traditional method refers to traditional ICT tools like websites, portal, electronic databases (like video and audio
recordings), multimedia presentation, discussion forms
and email that are being used by an organisation for information dissemination and sharing [46]. Advanced method
on the hand refers to new ICT tool like social networking
tools, web 2.0/3.0, collaborative technologies 2.0, internal
blogging, wikis and many more [46]. It is characterised as
the next generation of community-driven web platform in
which the internal stakeholders of the organisation is able
to connect and collaborate in a conducive and productive information space [34]. Unlike the traditional method,
the adoption of the advanced method allows a greater
platform of knowledge sharing and promotes collaboration that may spark innovation and creativity with the
organisation.

3.3 Knowledge management application barriers
in SMEs
In an extensive research by Cerchione et al. [6], it was
concluded that there are three areas that are indirectly or
directly impeding the adoption of KM of the SMEs [6]. In
the SME’s business sphere, the KM of the organisation is
usually human embedded—a common knowledge possesses and shared amongst the entire associate within
the organisation. In other words, the KM culture is rather
humanly managed and shared, without any technological intervention. The remaining factors include an immedicable deficiency in the financial and human resources as
characterised by the SMEs. Although the three areas seem
to delineate the major hindrance factors of KM implementation by the SMEs, it should be highlighted that the
advancement of technology has enabled that the Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) to offer SMEs
with KM tools are low cost and ease-of-use [46]. As such,
SME’s that intends to apply KM to its organisation does
not require high financial investment. In addition, with
the ease-of-use, the SMEs do not need to get tormented
by the need to get specialist skills in its workforce. Newer
tools are embedded to provide and support the socialisation between the team members of the group [46]. In
conclusion, it is worthy to note that the key hindrance factors as identified in the literature are weakening by technological intervention—majorly decreasing the financial
and human resource barriers.
Vol:.(1234567890)

According to Cerchione et al. [6], SMEs denote a positive perception of the strategic significance of KM to the
organisation; in consequence, using Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) in implementing [6]. Nonetheless, it has been found that the SMEs usually adopt a
more traditional method in comparison with the large
enterprise—whereby majorities are adopting the latest
KM tools [6]. These leading to three inherent issues relating to the relevancy, usability and quality of the knowledge engendered [22]. As stated by Frost [22], knowledge
is deemed as vital when it can be utilised to meet the
organisation’s business objectives [22]. A successful KM
project that is being run would be made redundant if it
is unable to generate the relevant knowledge as per the
criteria sets out. This would in turns classify the KM project
as a plausible failure. In all, the usability and quality of a
set of knowledge are intertwined with its relevancy. The
repercussion of an irrelevant knowledge would result in an
outdated content with little or zero quality for the organisation’s usage. In summary, the literature has pointed out
that the significance of KM application for SME’s is the key
major concern that needs to be looked at. Practising KM
without any distinctive benefits would cause wastage of
resources.

4 Data mining process models
For knowledge to be created, a DM process model is need
to be applied in order to extract and mine large dataset
into useful and unique insights [33]. Based on an industrial
poll organised by KdNuggets.com, the three most commonly used DM process models are Knowledge Discovery in Database (KDD), Cross-Industry Standard Process
for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) and Sample, Explore, Modify,
Model and Assess (SEMMA) model [29]. The definition and
function of each model will be elaborated in the next few
subsections.

4.1 KDD
KDD refers to the extensive process of discovering knowledge in data with the application of DM methods such as
statistics, machine learning, artificial intelligence, and data
visualisation [14]. In overall, the KDD consists a total of nine
steps, which are both iterative and interactive in essence
[42]. Iterative meaning the end user may require revisiting the earlier steps if necessary. Interactive, on the other
hand, refers to the end user being able to be involved in
each step. The KDD steps involved include (1) Establishing the application domain (2) Building a target data set
(3) Data cleaning and pre-processing (4) Data transformation (5) Selecting the suitable DM task [50] Selecting the
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DM algorithm (7) Applying the DM algorithm (8) Evaluation and interpretation of mined data (9) Consolidation of
newly created knowledge [14].

4.2 CRISP‑DM
A concept developed in the mid 1990s, CRISP-DM was
developed by four renowned organisations—Daimler–Chrysler, SPSS, Teradata and OHRA. The DM model is
recognised as a standard model by industrial practitioners because of its applicability across various industries.
In total, the CRISP-DM model comprises of six steps. Likewise the KDD model, the CRISP-DM model is also iterative,
allowing the end user to move backward and forward flexibly when required. The six steps of CRISP-DM includes (1)
Business understanding (2) Data understanding (3) Data
preparation (4) Modelling (5) Evaluation (6) Deployment
[7].

4.3 SEMMA
SEMMA is a systematic tool developed by Suite of Analytics
(SAS) Institute that functions specifically with its in-house
enterprise miner tool. Similar to KDD and CRISP-DM, the
SEMMA model is also iterative in essence. The overall step
is derived from the acronym SEMMA itself—which refers
to Sample, Explore, Modify, Model and Assess [21]. The
SEMMA model primary focus is on the model development aspects of DM.

5 DM–KM case studies in the transportation
sectors
This section comprises the case studies of DM–KM application in the transportation sectors for large enterprises.
According to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), large enterprise refers to
organisations that have more than 250 employees [37].
Ten large enterprises from the transportation sector will
be identified. The selections of large enterprises are not
limited to any geographical location, sector and transportation type. The reason being, any limited set will result
in a further limited research resource for analysis. Based
on the case studies research, it is noted that DM–KM is
extensively implemented in all the transportation modes
that comprise of sea, land and air as depicted in Table 1.
For instance, in the sea transportation mode, a research
conducted by Greis and Nogueira [25] identify that KM is
used to facilitate the discovery of potential high-risk shipment [25]. Mirabadi and Sharifian [36] research from the
land transportation mode on the hand also utilises KM
to discover new information on the contributing factors
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of unsafe condition using the past accidental data [36].
In another land transportation mode research by Shin
et al. [43], KM is used to facilitate in the forecasting of
taxi pick-ups points using passengers’ data [43]. Last but
the least, a research by Wong et al. [52] in the area of air
transportation employs KM to discover customer retention strategies using the passengers’ travel behaviour and
feedbacks data. Based on the compilation of case studies in the transportation sector as reflected in Table 1, KM
is majorly used for predictions, generating new insights
and to facilitate decision-making. The type of knowledge
commonly used in all case studies is explicit knowledge.
And the common KM approach used by the private and
public transportation sector is the advanced method. The
most commonly used DM model applied is CRISP-DM. In
an extensive study, it was uncovered that the DM models
applied are embedded in an assessment phase to validate
the quality and usability of the DM application. Unlike the
DM application, the KM application does not embed with a
relevancy, usability and quality assessment. Further to this,
it was also identified that collectively there is no DM–KM
assessment given that there is no integration between the
DM model and KM approach applied. Last but not least,
one distinctive finding derived from Table 1 is that there
is little research studies being carried out on SMEs in the
transportation sector.

6 DM–KM case studies in the SMEs’ context
From the earlier section, it was established that there is
limited study being done for SMEs in the transportation
sector. Therefore, to ensure that this paper is complete,
this section intends to cover the use of DM–KM within the
SMEs’ context in the different industries. Like the DM–KM
case studies carried out for transportation sectors, ten
SMEs will be selected to study its DM–KM applications.
Given the limited study in the area of SME transportation,
the SME identified is open across various. According to
OECD, what makes SMEs vary across the different region
[37]. For the European Union (EU), an SME is classified with
employing 250 members of staff, whereby in the USA, consider an SME with less than 500 employees. The SME classification and geographical location is non-restrictive for
this particular case study as the study is primarily focusing
on the DM–KM application and not related to any culture,
behavioural or economic research. Further to this, there
are no limitations on the type of industry the SMEs are in.
The ten case studies compiled as displayed in Table 2
include SMEs from the technology, food and beverage,
tourism, finance, trading, manufacturing and aviation
industry. Likewise in the case studies of DM–KM application in the transportation sector, the compilation of the
Vol.:(0123456789)
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Table 1  DM–KM application in the transportation sector
Case studies Knowledge
resource

Knowledge
type

[47]

Private sector;
Land transportation;
Train industry

Explicit
Advanced
knowledge

[52]

Private sector;
Air transportation;
Airflight
industry

Explicit
Advanced
knowledge

[26]

Advanced
Public sector; Explicit
knowledge
Land transportation;
Bus industry

[43]

Explicit
Traditional
Private secknowledge
tor;
Land transportation;
Taxi industry

Vol:.(1234567890)

KM method KM usage

To enable
railroad
demand
predictions
To facilitate the
operations
department in
manpower
and
operational
activities
planning
To mine
passengers travel
behaviour,
demographics
and service
feedbacks
To facilitate
and plan
customer
retention
activities
To identify
accident
connections
between
the tram
and car on
the electric
tramway
To facilitate
accident
preventive
measures
To analyse
passenger’s
taxi pickup point
To facilitate
in predicting prospective
pick-up
point for
uncatered
taxis

DM model
applied

DM model
integration
with KM

DM–KM
DM model KM—relassessment evancy, usa- assessbility, quality ment
assessment

CRISP-DM

No

Yes

No

No

KDD

No

No

No

No

CRISP-DM

No

Yes

No

No

SEMMA

No

Yes

No

No
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Table 1  (continued)
Case studies Knowledge
resource

Knowledge
type

KM method KM usage

[36]

Advanced
Public sector; Explicit
knowledge
Land transportation;
Train industry

[56]

Advanced
Public sector; Explicit
knowledge
Land transportation;
Train industry

[25]

Advanced
Public sector; Explicit
Sea transpor- knowledge
tation;
Shipping
Cargo
industry

[3]

Advanced
Public sector; Explicit
knowledge
Land transportation;
Bus industry

To analyse
past accident data
To uncover
new
insights
on the
contributing factors
of unsafe
condition
To mine the
various
accident
databases
To facilitate
intelligent
accident
treatments
decisionmakings
To mine realtime data
from wireless sensor
networks,
electronic
“smart”
tags and
radio
frequency
identification (RFID)
To facilitate in
discovering
potential
high-risk
shipments
To mine both
the past
meteorological data
and event
driven
totalising
database
To determine
the best
fuelefficient
resources
for route
planning

DM model
applied

DM model
integration
with KM

DM–KM
DM model KM—relassessment evancy, usa- assessbility, quality ment
assessment

CRISP-DM

No

Yes

No

No

KDD

No

No

No

No

CRISP-DM

No

Yes

No

No

SEMMA

No

Yes

No

No
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Table 1  (continued)
Case studies Knowledge
resource

Knowledge
type

KM method KM usage

[31]

Advanced
Public sector; Explicit
knowledge
Air transportation;
Airflight
industry

[12]

Advanced
Public sector; Explicit
knowledge
Land transportation;
Bus industry

To analyse
the past
aviation
incident
data
To predict
prospective incident and
ramification
To mine the
collected
vehicle
fleet data
To facilitate
resource
planning by
predicting
passenger
demands

case studies of DM–KM application in the SMEs’ context
similarly reflects that KM is commonly used for predictions, generating new insights and to facilitate decisionmaking. For an example, in the finance industry, both
Mandala et al. [32] and Koyuncugil and Ozgulbas [30]
research involve deploying KM to aid in financial risk prediction and detection [30, 32]. In the technology industry, Bozdogan and Zincir-Heywood [5] and Pytel et al.
[39] employ KM to facilitate decision-making to enhance
organisational effectiveness and efficiency [5, 39]. In
another example from the manufacturing industry,
Packianather et al. [38] research employs KM to uncover
the firm’s consumer unique purchasing behavioural—
forecasting potential purchasing behaviour to facilitate
the SME’s sales and marketing strategies [38]. Based on
the compilation of case studies in the SMEs’ context as
reflected in Table 2, the common knowledge type used
by the SMEs is explicit knowledge. And the majority of
the SMEs are adopting a traditional approach to its KM
application. A distinctive similarly with the transportation sector findings, the most commonly used DM model
applied by the SMEs is CRISP-DM and that the model
is embedded with an assessment phase to validate the
quality and usability of the DM application. Likewise, the
findings found in the transportation sectors case studies, the SMEs KM application are not embedded with a
relevancy, usability and quality assessment. In addition,
there is no DM–KM assessment available because the DM
Vol:.(1234567890)

DM model
applied

DM model
integration
with KM

DM–KM
DM model KM—relassessment evancy, usa- assessbility, quality ment
assessment

CRISP-DM

No

Yes

No

No

CRISP-DM

No

Yes

No

No

model and KM approach application and not collectively
integrated together.

7 Case studies analysis and discussion
In this section, the case studies findings of Sects. 5 and
6 as discussed earlier are compiled in Table 3 for analysis and further discussion. The analysis of Table 3 findings
will be dissected in two parts. The first part will cover the
analysis of the DM–KM application trends. Next, in the second part, the analysis of DM–KM application issues will be
presented. In the last part, a critical discussion focusing on
the implication of DM–KM application issue in the SMEs’
context will be addressed.

7.1 Analysis I: DM–KM application trends
From Table 3, it is gathered that collectively a total number
of 20 case studies has been extracted. Of which there was
an equal amount of ten case studies participation belonging to the transportation sectors and SMEs’ context accordingly—providing evenness in the research study. The case
studies industry application of the transportation sector
(in Table 1) has identified that majority of the research findings were based on the private and public sectors and that
there were limited studies to be found on the SMEs in the
transportation sector in specific. And in order to succumb

Tourism SMEs;
Service industry

Explicit knowledge Traditional
Project planning for
SME;
information technology
industry

Rural bank;
Financial industry

SMEs;
financial industry

[41]

[39]

[32]

[30]

Explicit knowledge Traditional

Explicit knowledge Traditional

Explicit knowledge Traditional

Explicit knowledge Traditional

UK based SME wholesaler;
Food and beverage
industry

[40]

To analyse the various
factors that affect the
consumer demand
(e.g. past sales record,
product price, events,
weather, holidays,
etc.)
To facilitate product
demand predictions
To strengthen the
analysis technique
To enhance credit fraud
detections
To analyse the historical
data with the 23 predefined cost drivers
To facilitate effort and
cost approximation
for small range software assignments
To analyse lender’s
character, capital,
capacity, collateral,
constraints and condition of the economy
To establish credit
assessment in classifying potential
lenders as low risk or
high risk
To analyse the financial
data obtained from
the balance sheet
To facilitate in potential
financial risk detection for SMEs

KM approach KM usage

Knowledge type

Case studies Knowledge resource

Table 2  DM–KM application in the SMEs context

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

CRISP-DM

KDD

CRISP-DM

CRISP-DM

KDD

No

Yes

Yes

No

DM model
assessment

DM model applied DM model
integration
with KM

No

No

No

No

No

KM—relevancy,
usability, quality
assessment

No

No

No

No

No

DM–KM
assessment
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SMEs;
trading

SMEs;
Manufacturing

[8]

[38]

Explicit knowledge Traditional

Explicit knowledge Traditional

Explicit knowledge Traditional

SMEs;
IT management

[5]

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

DM model
assessment

No

DM model applied DM model
integration
with KM

To create a knowledge SEMMA
base on IT support
management using
the public sources
automatically
To facilitate IT support
request
CRISP-DM
To discern the customer’s potential
purchasing behaviour
to facilitate the SMEs’
sales and marketing
strategies
To design contrive data
mining application to
analyse periodic sales
order patterns for
SME’s usage specifically
KDD
To create new knowledge for consumer
forecasting and
organisational
decision-making
To uncover the firm’s
consumer unique
purchasing behavioural
To create new knowledge on untapped
financial data of the
firm such as payment
orders, invoices, etc.

KM approach KM usage

Knowledge type

Case studies Knowledge resource

Table 2  (continued)

No

No

No

KM—relevancy,
usability, quality
assessment

No

No

No

DM–KM
assessment
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Explicit knowledge Traditional

SMEs;
Aviation

SMEs;
Explicit knowledge Traditional
Information technology

[54]

[1]

Yes

Yes

No

DM model
assessment

No

DM model applied DM model
integration
with KM

CRISP-DM
To create new knowledge in aircraft maintenance management to improve the
aircraft launching and
landing safeness
To uncover the best
maintenance process
using the firm’s existing historical data
To create new knowledge using the
system performance,
supply records and
maintenance data to
uncover diagnosis
and repair escalation
CRISP-DM
To create new knowledge of the firm’s
customer segmentation for targeted and
strategic marketing
decision-makings
To drive down the
firm’s marketing cost
driving out from the
targeted marketing
actions and deliverables

KM approach KM usage

Knowledge type

Case studies Knowledge resource

Table 2  (continued)

No

No

KM—relevancy,
usability, quality
assessment

No

No

DM–KM
assessment
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Table 3  Case studies analysis: DM–KM application in the transportation sector and SMEs context

Total case studies participation
Case studies industry application
Knowledge resources industry

DM–KM application in the transportation
sector

DM–KM application in the SMEs context

10
Private and public sectors;
Air, sea and land transportation
Rail, aviation, public transportation, taxi, shipping, private transportation

10
SMEs sectors

KM key usages

Predictions, planning, pattern recognition,
decision-making, preventive measures

Knowledge type application

Explicit knowledge—100%
Tacit knowledge—0%
By traditional method—10%
By advanced method—90%
CRISP-DM model—60%
SEMMA—20%
KDD—20%
Yes—80%
No—20%
Yes—0%
No—100%
Integrated—0%
Un-integrated—100%
Yes—0%
No—100%

KM approach
DM model applied

DM model assessments
KM—relevancy, usability, quality assessment
DM model integration with KM
DM–KM assessment

this gap, case studies industry applications from the SMEs’
context (in Table 2) were collected to provide an overview
of the DM–KM application from the SMEs’ perspective in
the various industries. Based on Table 3, an intriguing finding highlights a synonymous finding that both the transport sector and SMEs’ of various industries use KM typically to derive unique or new insights, decision-making,
planning and prediction. These suggest that despite the
variance of organisational size and industry the core KM
usage and synonymously similar.

7.2 Analysis II: DM–KM application issues
In this section, the DM–KM application issues will be discussed. One distinctive finding from Table 3 reflects that
both the large enterprise in the transportation sector and
SMEs’ are conventionally taking advantage of its explicit
knowledge only—without tapping on the tacit knowledge. This key finding correlates with the literature finding as stated in Sect. 3.1 that there is lack emphasise on
the usage of tacit knowledge despite its greater advantage over explicit knowledge in spurring organisational
innovation. Another distinctive finding highlights that
unlike the large organisations in the transportation sector, the SMEs are heavily employing a traditional method
in the KM approach instead of the advanced method. Out
Vol:.(1234567890)

Information technology, aviation, manufacturing, trading, financial, tourism, food
and beverages
Segmentation, prediction, preventive
measures, planning, cost control, pattern
recognition, decision-making
Explicit knowledge—100%
Tacit knowledge—0%
By traditional method—100%
By advanced method—0%
CRISP-DM model—60%
SEMMA—10%
KDD—30%
Yes—70%
No—30%
Yes—0%
No—100%
Integrated—0%
Un-integrated—100%
Yes—0%
No—100%

of the ten case studies from the transportation sector, a
total of 90% of the large enterprise are using the advanced
method of ICT in its KM approach. Contradictory to the
SMEs’, which accounted for 0% as in all of the SMEs case
studies, a traditional approach to ICT in its KM approach
was being applied. This in turns affirms the literature finding in Sect. 3.1 that SMEs are usually applying a traditional
approach to ICT in its KM approach. On the DM model
application, both the transportation sector and SMEs case
study group record 60% usage of the CRISP-DM model.
KDD and SEMMA make up the remaining 40% of the DM
model application of both case study groups. This finding
provides a correlation to the literature in Sect. 4 that CRISPDM, SEMMA and KDD are the commonly applied model in
the real-life industrial application. In the area of DM model
assessment, it is critical to highlight that only the CRISPDM and SEMMA are embedded with an assessment phase
in its overall model processing to assess the DM model
outcome. The assessment is carried out in terms of usability and quality model outcome. From Table 3, a total number of 80% of the transportation sectors case studies have
adopted a DM model (either CRISP-DM or SEMMA) that is
embedded with an assessment phase as part of its modelling phase. The remaining 20% of the case studies have
adopted the KDD model which does not come with an
assessment component to validate the outcome of the DM
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model. The case studies on the SMEs on the other hand
reflected that a total number of 70% of the organisations
have adopted a DM model (either CRISP-DM or SEMMA)
that has an assessment component. The remaining 30%
of the case studies have adopted the KDD model which
do not have the assessment component. In contra to KM,
Table 3 reflects that there is 0% KM assessment adopted
in both the transportation sector and in the SMEs context
case studies. In addition, seeing that the DM model is not
integrated and incorporated with KM, a collective DM–KM
assessment is not present neither in both the transportation sector and SMEs case studies—with each recorded
0%, respectively.

7.3 Discussion
Based on the analysis conducted in Sect. 7.1, it is positive
to note that the DM–KM application is widely applied in
both the large enterprise and SMEs of the various industries. Additionally, the DM–KM applications are synonymously used by both the large enterprise and SMEs
with the core aim of business improvement. The analysis
in Sect. 7.2 has however uncovered several numbers of
key gaps that may potentially have an implication if not
addressed promptly—more so for the SMEs’ in the transportation sector. First and foremost, it is uncovered in
Sect. 7.2 that explicit knowledge and traditional method
were prominently being used more so by the SMEs of the
various industries. To reap the benefits of tacit knowledge,
SMEs will need to upgrade the adoption of traditional KM
method to an advanced method using new ICT tools to
elevate KM sharing, participation and collaboration. The
traditional method of KM would not be able to support
the use of tacit knowledge in a KM application [46]. Further
to this, the larger enterprise is ahead of the SMEs in its KM
approach by leveraging primarily on advanced method—
and it will not be long before these large enterprises start
exploiting its tacit knowledge to increase its competitive
advantage. The correlation of explicit knowledge with traditional method and tacit knowledge with the advanced
method is evidence from the literature review study carried out in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2. As iterated in Sect. 3.1, explicit
knowledge can be found namely in databases [15] which
can be classified as a traditional method where traditional
ICT tools include websites, portal and databases [46].
Tacit knowledge, on the one hand, is experience-based
knowledge [15], which can be collected through advanced
method ICT tool like social networking tools [46].
Secondly, in Sect. 7.2, it was revealed that in reference
to the component of assessment—it was highlighted
that there is a gap in the presence of KM assessment and
DM–KM assessment. These correspond with the literature
finding in Sect. 3.3 that the leading KM issue relates to
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the relevancy, usability and quality of knowledge being
adopted. Despite the presence of a DM assessment (more
so for CRISP-DM and SEMMA model), it does not continue
on to assess the KM application. In other words, the DM
assessment functions in silos. This is a critical gap as in
order to fully evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of
the DM–KM output, an integrated assessment needs to be
present—to ensure that the DM and KM implementation
are carried out seamlessly. As DM processes the data to
become knowledge [53], KM role next is to manage these
knowledge assets within the organisation [13]. Therefore,
DM and KM need to be integrated and to work in conjunction with one another.

8 Conclusions and future work
Data are deemed as the lifeblood of an organisation in this
twenty-first century. And it is only useful when the data are
being processed, structured, organised, interpreted and
presented to become meaningful information and knowledge [44]. SMEs and especially, transportation SMEs in particular, can no longer neglect the need to adopt advanced
technology in its business in order to remain relevant and
competitive against the large enterprises. As affirmed by
the European Commission, the practice of data analytic
can raise business productivity by up to 10% [10]. In altogether, there is an insurgent requisite for SMEs to delve
into the application of DM and KM in order to optimise
these advanced technology benefits. The SMEs’ organisational concerns in the application of KM are related to the
relevancy, usability and quality of the knowledge being
produced [6]—that requires addressing.
In this paper, the DM–KM application in the transportation and SMEs context are being examined. To facilitate with an in-depth analysis and discussion, the case
studies findings of both the transportation sector and
SMEs context are compiled as presented in Table 3. The
table uncovered several imperative findings. Firstly, this
paper reveals that there is limited case study research on
SMEs in the transportation sector in regard to DM–KM
application. Secondly, an intriguing finding highlights a
synonymous finding that both the transport sector and
SMEs’ of the various industries use KM typically for deriving unique or new insights, decision-making, planning
and prediction. These suggest that despite the variance
of organisational size and industry, the core KM usage
and synonymously similar. Thirdly, the SMEs are lagging
behind in its KM practice with the use of explicit knowledge and traditional method. SMEs will need to upgrade
its adoption of explicit knowledge and traditional KM
method to tacit knowledge with the usage of advanced
KM method to elevate KM sharing, participation and
Vol.:(0123456789)
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collaboration—which can spur organisational innovation greatly. The core limitations deduced from the case
studies are in the area of assessment. It was identified in
Sect. 7.3 that there is a gap in the presence of an integrated DM–KM assessment to evaluate the outcome of
the DM–KM application accordingly. These strikingly
correspond with the literature finding in Sect. 3.3 that
the leading KM issue faced by the SMEs relates to the
relevancy, usability and quality of knowledge being
adopted. Despite the research deriving an insightful
conclusion, as highlighted by Geletkanycz and Tepper [24], the research limitation of each research study
should be factored for scientific reasoning [24]. The key
research limitation of this research study would be the
small sample size of ten companies used to carry out the
case study of DM–KM in transportation sector and SMEs
context. The implications of this may potential derive a
different research result. However, the research limitations persist in view of the limited literature resources
in the area SMEs transportation studies.
Following up from this paper, the future research work
aims to develop a DM–KM Assessment Plan Template
(DM–KM APT) for the SMEs in the transportation sector.
The DM–KM APT aims to evaluate both the DM and KM
application outcome with the objective of ensuring that
the knowledge created and implemented are usable and
relevant. This would resolve the existing limitation uncovered in Sect. 7.3. The DM–KM APT will be constructed and
applied on three transportation SMEs that will be identified. Three transportation SMEs identified are UK SME
coach operator that has been operating a minimum of
3 years. The DM–KM APT will be evaluated by the three UK
SME coach operators using an USE (usefulness, satisfaction
and ease-of-use) survey method. The outcome of the USE
survey method will evaluate the validity of the DM–KM
APT application.
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